
 
THE LITTLES 

Curriculum Statement 

 

Mission:  Promoting positive models of social behavior and character development while 

engaging and entertaining 5 – 9-year-olds. 

 

Concept and Approach: Imagine a community of creatures 4 inches tall – half-human, 

half-mouse.  These are The Littles – and they may be living in the walls of your house.  

In most ways The Littles act and think like Bigs (some folks call them Humans), but their 

sense of wonder, their thirst for adventure, and their capacity for kindness sets them 

apart.   

 

This series focuses on one particular family of Littles – Grandpa (gruff, wise, and intent 

on sharing his wisdom with the younger Littles), Mom and Dad, Dinky (an irrepressible 

teen with a wild imagination who can be counted on to leap before he looks), and the two 

youngest: Tom and Lucy.  They inhabit the walls of the home of 12-year-old Henry Big 

and his parents.  Henry is the only Human who knows about the Littles; his archeologist 

parents who know that their boy sometimes acts a little strangely, and occasionally 

appears to talk to the walls, but don’t really know why.  The only one who Henry’s 

suspects Henry’s secret is a sinister scientist named Hunter.  He believes, but cannot 

prove, that the Littles exist, and strives to capture them to prove his theory.  These 

elements provide the ingredients for constant adventure, constant surprise, and engaging 

prosocial lessons.   

 

In their quest to become productive adults, the Littles and their friend Henry face the 

same kinds of problems that young children face every day – issues of friendship, 

jealousy, honesty, prejudice, consideration for others, kindness, responsibility, risk-taking 

… and more.  Each episode of the Littles focuses on one such issue, presenting it in 

explicit, concrete terms.  And young, attractive characters with whom children can 

identify carry out these actions, they serve as excellent role models for young viewers.  

Younger and older children, boys and girls, loners and social butterflies…all can find a 

character with whom to identify and from whom to learn.  And last but far from least, the 

character of Grandpa, a wise, experienced, older Little who clearly loves and cares for the 

Little kids, functions as the kind of non-threatening, non-didactic teacher to whom 

children respond.  He frequently articulates the lesson inherent in the action as he 

interacts with and advises the Little children.  He is the best kind of teacher. 

 

The exciting adventures of the Littles and the suspense generated by their frequent 

narrow escapes from Dr Hunter are designed to capture and hold young viewers’ 

attention.  The explicitness with which each lesson is articulated and role models with 



whom children can identify are designed to ensure that children note and understand the 

embedded prosocial content as they derive delight from the action. 

 

The Littles 
 

E/I Issues and Synopses 

 

 

LT101   BEWARE THE HUNTERS  
The Littles are being stalked by Dr. Hunter, a scientist determined to prove that an 

unknown species of little creatures is inhabiting the earth along with humans.  When Dr. 

Hunter comes to Henry Bigg’s house under the ruse of looking for rodents, he manages to 

capture Tom and Lucy Little in his vacuum.  The Council of Littles blame Henry Big, 

claiming that you cannot trust others who are different, especially Bigs, who are very 

different indeed.  Henry, Grandpa Little, and Dinky attempt to rescue Tom and Lucy, but 

it is not until they enlist the aid of other Littles, and everyone – including Henry Big – 

works together that Tom, Lucy, and the entire Little community is saved.  That is how the 

Little community learns to trust Henry and realizes that most important thing about 

friendship is loyalty – not how one looks. 

E/I issue(s): loyalty and friendship; others who are different 

 

LT102    THE BIG SCARE  

In wanting to join an “exclusive” boys club, the Fire Wheels, Henry almost gets hurt 

trying to perform a dangerous stunt required for his initiation.  Next, Henry is asked to 

spend the night in a “haunted” house.  When Tom and Lucy discover that the club 

president does not intend to admit Henry, and plans to scare him out of the house, they 

enlist Grandpa and Dinky and go to Henry’s aid.  When the club members find 

themselves in a dangerous situation, it is Henry and the Littles who come to their rescue.  

In the end the boys decide to invite Henry into the club, but he refuses on the grounds 

that he does not want to belong to a group that requires its members to do stupid and 

dangerous things. 

E/I issue(s): taking foolish risks; risky initiations 

 

 

LT103   LIGHTS, CAMERA, LITTLES 

When the Littles decide to make a movie using Henry’s home movie camera, they settle 

on a remake of “The Littles Wizard of OZ” staring Lucy in the title role.  Jealous that he 

did not get a staring role, Tom decides to “lose”  the film at the dump, but mistakenly 

deposits it in one of Dr. Hunter’s traps.  Worried that the Littles are in danger of being 

discovered by the sinister Dr. Hunter, Tom, Lucy, Dinky, and Grandpa try to retrieve the 

film from Dr. Hunter’s lab, but they are unsuccessful.  Fortunately, Dinky’s amateur 

camera work made the whole film dark and out of focus, foiling Dr. Hunter’s opportunity 

to prove that the Littles exist, and Tom learns that jealousy makes people do foolish 

things. 

E/I issue(s): jealousy 

 



LT104   THE SPIRIT OF THE NIGHT  

When Lucy, Tom, and Frankie set out to perform their weekly LUCK – Little Unselfish 

Community Kindness – which means helping a BIG in need, they encounter a blind old 

woman whose landlord plans to evict her.  The landlord has found her late husband’s 

diary, which mentions a large amount of money hidden in their house.  When the 

landlord tries to find the money without telling the old lady, the Littles vow to help her.  

They discover the money first, turn it over to the old woman, and are confirmed in their 

belief that the best reward is knowing you have helped someone in need. 

E/I issue(s): Unselfishness; helping others 

 

LT105   THE LITTLE WINNER  

When Dinky wins a gas-powered model airplane in a Big people’s contest, Grandpa 

warns him that if he claims the prize he will put all the Littles at risk.  Nevertheless, he 

puts his yearning for a new plane ahead of this responsibility to protect his community, 

and takes off for the city to collect his prize.  Grandpa, Tom, Lucy, and Henry risk life 

and limb in the polluted, litter-strewn city in order to save Dinky. Tom and Lucy get a 

first-hand lesson in how pollution puts living things at risk.  In the end, Dinky is saved, 

but he loses the “prize” for which he turned his back on his responsibility;  

E/I issue(s): Responsibility; pollution and litter 

 

LT106   THE BIG CURE FOR LITTLE ILLNESS  

When Tom and Lucy decide to ignore the warnings directing them to stay away from an 

area that Dr. Hunter has contaminated with poison gas, their mother, Helen, attempts to 

rescue them and falls very ill.  Grandpa and the kids enlist the help of their friend, Henry 

Big to find an antidote.  He feigns an illness similar to Helen’s so that the big doctor will 

prescribe the correct antidote.  Although the Littles are almost discovered, they find the 

antidote just in time, and Helen is saved – but not before Tom and Lucy learn that 

warnings are usually posted for a good reason, and that it is important to consider the 

consequences to others when they make decisions. 

E/I issue(s): paying attention to warnings; considering others 

 

LT107      THE RATS ARE COMING  

A terrible rainstorm strikes Grand Valley driving thousands of rats indoors in search of 

food and threatening the Littles with starvation.  Grandpa calls the Community Council 

together to form a plan to fend off the rats, but selfishness overcomes Milo, one of the 

rich old men on the council.  He argues that he is not being personally attacked by the 

rats, therefore he should not have to pay to control them for others in the community.  

The storm increases until even Milo is threatened.  Finally, the entire community realizes 

that they must put selfishness aside and work together.  The rats are defeated.  Milo 

realizes that he has put everyone at risk, and that sometimes the good of all is more 

important than individual costs and benefits. 

E/I issue(s): selfishness; working for the good of all 

 

LT108   A LITTLE FAIRY TALE  

Marie, one of Henry’s friends, receives a B on her report card.  Fearing that her father 

will send her away to a private school for failing to get all A’s, Marie runs away, 



unknowingly taking Lucy Little with her.  The search is on!  After close calls with wild 

animals and the sinister Dr. Hunter, Lucy pretends to be Marie’s “Fairy Conscience,” and 

convinces her that it is better to talk about her problems with her father rather than try to 

run away from them. 

E/I issue(s): talking problems out 

 

LT109   THE LITTLE SCOUTS  

The Little children head for the forest with Grandpa and Dinky as part of a “Little 

Scouts” camping trip.  They encounter a bear cub caught in a trap, and although their first 

instinct is to run away from “a dangerous bear,” they ultimately rescue him and dress his 

wound.  The next day, a pilot parachutes into the forest when his plane is damaged.  The 

Littles find his unconscious body, and realize the must tend to and protect him until help 

can arrive.  After Dinky damages the pilot’s homing device, the gang realizes that his 

only hope is for them to take him to safety themselves, but they can’t do it alone.  

Repaying the kindness the Littles showed him, the bear cub helps them rescue the pilot, 

and the Littles learn that one good deed often leads to another. 

E/I issue(s): Kindness; helping others 

 

 

LT110   LITTLE GOLD, A LOT OF TROUBLE  

When Henry Big and his friend Marie ignore some “No Trespassing” and other warning 

signs to play around an old abandoned mine, they become trapped far underground.  

Dinky sees them fall into the shaft and rallies the Littles to save the Big children.  The 

dangers mount for the Bigs, the Littles, and an old miner they encounter.  Ultimately, all 

are saved, but not before Henry realizes that he has put everyone at risk and that it is 

foolish to ignore warning signs…and wise to avoid playing in dangerous places. 

E/I issue(s): safety; warning signs; avoiding dangerous areas 

 

 

LT111    A LITTLE ROCK AND ROLL 

When the rock group “The Copacetics” comes to town, Ashley, Tom, Lucy, and Dinky 

are told they cannot attend because of the danger to themselves and the risk of discovery 

of the Little community.  But the kids think they know better, and disobey their parent’s 

decision.  Ashley tricks Dinky into flying to the concert; Tom and Lucy go in Henry 

Big’s shirt pocket.  It doesn’t take long for the kids to get into trouble.  Ultimately, 

Grandpa must come to rescue the Little children from the crowd, the rock-concert special 

effects equipment, and the eager clutches of their familiar foe, Dr. Hunter.  Escaping by 

the skin of their teeth, the Little youngsters learn that parents set rules and boundaries for 

good reasons; usually they are trying to protect their children. 

E/I issue(s): obeying parental decisions 

 

LT112    THE LITTLE BABYSITTER 

The Littles have a lot on their hands when Henry Big talks them into taking over 

babysitting a Big baby, Oscar.  Henry wants to ignore ignores his responsibility to take 

care of the baby in order to go out and join his friends.  In spite of Grandpa Little’s 

reservations, Lucy insists that she is up to the responsibility of taking care of a Big baby.  



Unfortunately, the baby’s antics keep the Littles scrambling, and things really heat up 

when a small fire breaks out.  The fire is too much for the Littles to handle alone, so 

Grandpa and Tom race against time to find Henry.  They get through to the Big Fire 

Department just in time to save the house, the baby, and Lucy.  In the end, both Henry 

and Lucy learn difficult lessons about the nature of responsibility. 

E/I issue(s): Responsibility 

 

LT113   THE FOREST LITTLES 

While on a picnic, Grandpa tells the Little children of the legend of ancient Little natives 

rumored to inhabit the forest.  Soon after, Lucy and Anne are swept away on a tiny boat 

they find moored along the edge of a raging river, and into a strange new world inhabited 

by strange Little people who live, dress, and talk differently.   Grandpa, Dinky and Tom, 

give chase.  When they, too, encounter the strange, different people, they assume the 

worst – that is, that different equals dangerous, if not downright bad.  But when Hunter’s 

ferret almost captures them, it is the heroic actions of the natives that save the day, and 

Grandpa and the other Littles learn a valuable lesson about not prejudging others just 

because they look different.  

E/I issue(s): prejudice; diversity 

 

LT114   FOR THE BIRDS 

When the Community Council announces plans to create a Littles City Zoo, Lucy 

expresses grave reservations about caging wild animals.  Ashley makes fun or her 

concerns, leads the hunt for zoo specimens, and treats the captured animals badly.  

During the hunt, Lucy and Tom rescue and help an injured baby bird, but when Ashley 

discovers what they have been doing, the plans to take the bird for the Zoo.  But when he 

tries to carry out his plan, a bear traps Lucy, Dinky, and the injured bird.  It is only 

through the help of the Mother bird that the Littles are saved and Lucy is able to convince 

even Ashley that wild animals deserve to roam free. 

E/I issue(s): environment; respecting wild life 

 

LT115    TWINS 

At the unveiling of Dinky’s new gas powered automobile, Dinky’s hopes of glory are 

dashed when the press ignores his efforts and turns its attention to the first Little Twins 

ever born.  Dinky becomes terribly jealous, and tries to regain all the attention now given 

to the twins.  He steals a marvelous brass bed meant as a gift for the babies, and throws a 

stunt show featuring him and his new car.  But the stunt show is a disaster, and he guiltily  

tries to return the bed, not knowing that Hunter and the ferret are following him.  

Grandpa comes to the rescue, and Dinky faces his guilt and learns a valuable lesson about 

the problems jealousy can cause. 

E/I issue(s): jealousy; share the limelight 

 

 

LT116     EVERY LITTLE VOTE COUNTS 

When the mayor sets rules keeping folks from the Littles community from going outside 

in order to protect them from Hunter, the Little people are unhappy.  They call for a new 

election and support builds for Smiling Al, a con-man who tells people whatever they 



want to hear.  To make matters worse, those Littles who still support the old mayor are 

either “too busy” to get out and vote – or believe that one little vote does not matter.  But 

when Smiling Al’s supporters rush outside to celebrate what seems to be a sure victory, 

the sinister Hunter traps them by the dozen!  Grandpa, Dinky, and the old mayor race to 

save the people while Tom and Lucy race to get out the vote before the polls close.  

Ultimately, the trapped Littles are set free, the old mayor wins the election by a single 

vote, and everyone learns that it is participation that makes a community and that every 

single vote counts. 

E/I issue(s): democracy; participation 

 

LT117     THE LITTLE’S HALLOWEEN 

Grandpa sets out to prove that ghosts and “grulies” are just superstition, and superstitions 

are nothing to be afraid of.  He takes the kids to visit Cousin Zachary who lives in what 

Henry and his friends think is a haunted house.  The Littles arrive to find that Cousin 

Zachary has disappeared.  In their search for him, the are menaced by spiders, rats, cats, 

and their own superstitions, but they finally solve the mystery of the not-so-haunted 

house and Cousin Zachary’s disappearance.  Tom, Lucy, and Dinky learn that its foolish 

to be influenced by superstitions. 

E/I issue(s): superstition 

 

LT118     WHEN IRISH EYES ARE SMILING 

On a trip to Ireland with Henry and his parents, the Little kids overhear an elderly 

Irishman’s story about leprechauns and how that very night is the perfect night to trap 

one in the yard.  Taking advantage of Dinky’s gullibility, Ashley, Tom, and Lucy trick 

him into dressing in green and sneaking out to the garden to catch his own leprechaun 

and earn his own pot of gold.  However, their practical joke backfires when the old 

Irishman traps Dinky.  Believing he has caught a real leprechaun,  the old Irishman heads 

for the Fair to put his prize on display.  Henry, Grandpa, and the kids must find a way to 

rescue Dinkey.  The kids also have to learn a hard lesson about how practical jokes that 

take advantage of others can backfire in dangerous and not very funny ways. 

E/I issue(s):  practical jokes 

 

LT119     A LITTLE DRUNK 

Henry wins a trip to Hollywood to meet movie star Kurt Corwin and the Littles go with 

him.  They are quickly disillusioned when they discover Corwin is nothing but a loud-

mouthed drunk and his superhero stunts are fake.  Nevertheless, star-struck Dinky 

emulates Corwin, gets drunk himself, and takes Grandpa on a wild and dangerous drive 

in a miniature car.  Meanwhile, Corwin accidentally sets the sound stage on fire.  With 

some quick thinking, Lucy ultimately manages to save him, and both Dinky and Corwin 

begin to see how their drinking put themselves and others in danger.  Both to vow to 

avoid alcohol in the future. 

E/I issue(s): drinking alcohol 

 

LT120    THE LITTLE GIRL WHO COULD 

The Littles go to the country to visit their cousins.  Lucy is excited about meeting Karen, 

her long-time pen pal.  She is astounded to discover that Karen must use a wheelchair 



because a childhood accident rendered her legs useless. The boys are somewhat skeptical 

about Karen’s ability to do anything, and Ashley in particular wants nothing to do with 

her.  However, time and again Karen shows Lucy how capable she is, and when the boys 

lose themselves in a terrible blizzard, it is Karen who proves her worth by knowing what 

to do and how to do it, saving all their lives.  The kids all rethink their preconceptions 

that disabled people are helpless, particularly those who refuse to let themselves be 

helpless. 

E/I issue(s): disabilities; preconceptions about the disabled 

 

 

 


